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The Prince of Wales has asked four wealthy entrepreneurs and their elegant wives to the palace to

discuss a fantastic idea: the construction of a six-thousand-mile railroad that would stretch the full

length of Africa. But alas, the princeâ€™s gathering proves disastrous when the mutilated body of a

prostitute hired for a late-night frolic (after the wives have retired to bed) turns up among the

queenâ€™s monogrammed sheets in a palace linen closet. With great haste, Thomas Pitt, brilliant

mainstay of Special Services, is summoned to resolve the crisis. The Pittsâ€™ cockney maid,

Gracie, is also recruited - to pose as a palace servant and listen in on the guestsâ€™ conversations,

scan their bedrooms, and scrutinize their troubled faces for clues to hidden rivalries and

attachments that could have led to murder. If Pitt and Gracie fail to find out who brutally murdered

the young woman - as seems increasingly likely â€“ Pittâ€™s career will be over, and the scandal

may just cause the monarchy to fall. With a cast of wonderful characters, among them the gentle

Princess of Wales, and a twisting plot that takes us into the hidden world of the royal family, Anne

Perry probes deeply the hearts of men and women ensnared by their emotions. --This text refers to

the Paperback edition.
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Firstly I would like to say I am a long time fan of Anne Perry - I have followed all of her series and

appreciate her accuracy and attention to detail as she takes us into. Two of her series are placed in

the Victorian Era.It is an earlier time with the Monk series, but with Thomas and Charlotte Pitt series,



it is the waning days of the Victorian era - After Prince Albert died, Queen Victoria was almost a

recluse in her grief and didn't execute her duties as she did.The Thomas and Charlotte Pitt series

has always been charming because it features a working class man, a policeman, Thomas Pitt, who

through a murder investigation met a gentry family, and one of their daughters, Charlotte, and they

fall in love and marry. She has to adjust to doing her own chores, and he has guilty feelings he is

depriving Charlotte with the luxuries she is accustomed to - But they are rich with the love and

respect they have with each other. They have 2 children, and have a maid, a whisp of a young

woman, Gracie Phipps, who helps them. She literally grows up in the Pitt household.The charm of

this series is Mrs. Perry used all the adult characters to be involved in the mystery and resolution of

it. But as Pitt has progressed from policeman to a member of Special Services, that cannot happen

as readily. But this outing it is Gracie Phipps' time to shine.There has been a murder in Buckingham

Palace. The Queen is away and the Prince of Wales and his buds are at play, in the guise of

meeting to plan a railroad that will run the span of Africa...when the ladies go to bed, they have

prostitutes come in to 'entertain' them. Something goes wrong and one of the girls is found in the

laundry closet and is naked and gutted - blood all around the sheets - and the Queen's sheets to

boot!

Anne Perry delivers yet again with this deliciously perplexing Thomas Pitt installment, "Buckingham

Palace Gardens."When one of the prostitutes hired to entertain the Prince of Wales and his four

male companions is found butchered in a linen cupboard at Buckingham Palace, the Prince

immediately summons the services of the Special Branch to clean up the mess and see that there is

no scandal. And the police officer ordered to oversee such a miracle? None other than Thomas Pitt.

Honest and with a strong sense of right and wrong, Pitt soon finds many of his cherished illusions

about royalty sorely tested by developments in the case. But time is of the essence: the Queen is

due back and the scandal must be death with before her return. And when Pitt's investigations

reveal that the murderer can only be one of the Prince's friends, he quickly realises that he needs

help ferreting out the truth about the rich and powerful. And so, while his superior, Narraway, flies

around London using his contacts to find out more about the Prince's friends, Pitt enlists the help of

his maid, Gracie, to discover the gossip "belowstairs" among the palace servants, never really

anticipating the scope of conspiracy he would uncover and the effect it could have on his

career...The disappointing part about "Buckingham Palace Gardens" is that Charlotte Pitt barely

makes an appearance in this particular outing; I did miss her presence and the input that she could

have provided this particular installment. That said, I thoroughly enjoyed "Buckingham Palace



Gardens" and the manner in which Anne Perry used Gracie to act as Pitt's foil. As usual, the period

details and ambiance were superb, and her character portrayals vivid and lifelike.
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